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The perfect equipment for mobile use: 
GEDORE red offers tool sets in cases for a variety of purposes 

 

Whether in service on the road, in everyday workshop life or at home, compact, easy-to-access tools always make 
working life easier. This is why GEDORE red presents a range of well-planned Tool Cases for various combinations of 
tools that make them ideal for many different areas of use: from the Tool Set Measuring – Cutting – Screwdriving 
R38003043 for the keen DIYer to the Socket set 1/2" Service R69003069 for mobile service use to the 
comprehensive Universal Allround Set R46007138 as a partner for a wide range of applications. So every tool user 
will find the optimum equipment that is also ideal for mobile use, safely and neatly organised in the suitable case. 

 
The Tool Set Measuring – Cutting – Screwdriving R38003043 (special price in the current IMPULSE promotion 
€101.03 including VAT) delivers what it promises: a 43-piece set that is perfect as the first equipment or as an 
extension to existing tool kits for these applications. Whether for use at home or on the go, the contents are perfect 
for flexible use. Along with various screwdrivers in slot (with and without striking cap) and cross head PH, the set 
also includes angle screwdrivers with hex socket and TX. Side cutters, combination pliers, flat round pliers and cutter 
knives with spare blades are used for bending, holding, separating and cutting. Measuring accessories such as a spirit 
level and tape measure (5 m) complete the set. 

 
The 69-piece Socket set 1/2" Service R69003069 (special price in the current IMPULSE promotion €184.33 
including VAT) contains the essential tools for mobile use by service technicians to allow them to work efficiently. 
They include a fine toothed 2C reversible ratchet 1/2" with matching socket bits in hex in long and short versions as 
well as various other socket wrench items. An angled screwdriver set in hex, slot head screwdriver, cross head PH and 
slotted with striking cap, a phase tester, fine toothed open-end spanner in widths 6 to 21 mm, combination pliers, a 
seven-way adjustable water pump pliers and an engineer's hammer complete the set. 

 
All the various components of the two sets have their safe places, clearly and neatly organised in a high-quality 
GEDORE red plastic case. For reliable storage, the cases have two extremely sturdy metal front closures, and the 
larger one for the socket set 1/2" with the comprehensive range also has two additional side closures. 

 
There are even more tools in the Universal Allround Set in the aluminium case R46007138 (special price in the 
current IMPULSE promotion €379.61 including VAT). The 138-piece set is the perfect comprehensive first-time set 
for DIYers, fitters or trainees: socket bits and spark plug inserts plus other socket wrench items are included in the 
delivery, as is a bit adaptor and a comprehensive range of bits. In addition to angled screwdrivers sets, slot and cross 
slot PH screwdrivers, the set also includes a ratchet screwdriver 1/4'', a VDE screwdriver PZ, a phase tester, open-
end spanner and an adjustable spanner. The set is completed by various pliers and cutting tools such as combination 
pliers, side cutters, flat round pliers, water pump pliers, crimping pliers and cutter knives with spare blade and 
universal scissors. Other practical accessories are a round file, chisel set, hacksaw, engineer's hammer and a tape 
measure (5 m), plus a spirit level and a knee board for added comfort. 
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The Allround range is housed in an extremely sturdy aluminium case. The practical insert in the case allows compact 
storage of the various components. The insert can also be attached to the side for even greater clarity. 

 
All the individual items and cases of the three tool sets are made in the customary exclusive GEDORE red quality, and 
even in permanent use will prove to be reliable partners. 

Anyone looking for additional well-designed Tool sets in robust cases will find what they are looking for at  

GEDORE red. Further information at www.gedore.com. 
News, updates and stories about GEDORE red can also be found on Facebook. 

 
About GEDORE red: 

 
GEDORE is one of the world's leading partners for premium tools. The family company based in Remscheid in 
Germany has been manufacturing high-quality tools, special tools and tailor-made solutions for versatile, safe and 
professional use by industry and trade since 1919. GEDORE bundles the competencies of the entire group of 
companies in a strong brand that is known all over the world to stand for very special quality, innovation, 
performance, reliability and excellent service. 

 
Producing practical tools by concentrating on what is essential coupled with innovative ideas – this is what GEDORE red 
stands for. The comprehensive range of DIN-tested tools includes operating tools, workshop equipment, screwdrivers 
and torque wrenches, spanners, pliers, impact sockets sets and striking tools. Based on more than 100 years of 
experience combined with competence, passion and customer proximity, GEDORE offers the product line GEDORE red – 
tools with a high practical value for safe and efficient working. Whether for home or professional use, GEDORE 
supports the user with smart tool solutions. 
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